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1 Introducing safeTbox 

1.1 Target Audience 

This document is targeted to attend end users of the tool, primarily embedded system 
architects/designers and safety engineers. Descriptions are tailored to users who are 
confident with model-driven approaches. Furthermore, we assume that users have 
some experience with Enterprise Architect (EA), but are not necessarily experts. From 
the technical point of view, we recommend that inexperienced EA modelers check the 
website of the vendor to get a better overview of the tool’s modeling capabilities and 
UML based approaches. 

1.2 What is SafeTbox? 

SafeTbox stays for Safety Toolbox. It is an integrated multi-analyses and multi-
viewpoint safety engineering tool framework, which enables tight integration be-
tween different models within and across different engineering disciplines and tools. 
SafeTbox is a tool focused in supporting the development of software intensive devel-
opment of embedded systems, with safety critical characteristics. 

SafeTbox supports primarily following activities: 

1. Architecture Design 
SafeTbox defines its own modeling language for the modular specification of 
embedded systems. It allows the definition of compositional and hierarchical 
models. SafeTbox also supports the interaction with generic UML constructs and 
standardized languages like SysML. 

2. Safety Analysis 
Safety analysis is implemented in safeTbox following a component oriented 
approach, in which architecture artifacts like functions or logical components can 
be associated with failure models. safeTbox integrates several methods to 
investigate failure causes. E.g. Fault Tree Analysis, Failure Modes Effects Analysis 
(FMEA), and Markov Chains. Furthermore, SafeTbox implements an innovative 
approach to model and analyze (qualitative as well as quantitative) heterogeneous 
failure models based on the combinations of the mentioned techniques.  

1.3 Welcome Screen 

After safeTbox has been installed and Enterprise architect has been started. You shall 
see the welcoming tab of safeTbox as shown in the following figure. On this tab you 
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will have the possibility to get to know a bit better safeTbox, by having access to 
information relevant of its features, user interface as well as to connect to online 
resources, like examples, tutorials and the user manual. The tab will be always loaded 
at the start of EA, unless the users decides to check the option to not show at start. In 
order to see the tab again at EA start, the user will have to set this through the 
settings management. I.e. Extensions Menu-> safeTbox -> settings -> application -> 
“show getting started tab at start”. 

 

 Figure 1 safeTbox Welcoming tab  

1.4 Documentation and support 

Besides this user manual you might find further information about the tool and its 
capabilities in the: 

1. Website, about  general information of the tool, licensing, tutorials and training, 
visit: 

2. Annex 1, about research Papers and papers related to the methodologies imple-
mented in the tool. 
 

 

 

https://www.iese.fraunhofer.de/en/competencies/safety_engineering/tools_safety/safetbox.html
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2 Installation 

This section describes the steps required to install the SafeTbox tool. 

2.1 Installing the application 

2.1.1 System requirements 

Please make sure following requirements are satisfied before executing the installer of 
the tool. 

1. You have an installer of the application. If not get one from the download section 
from the Fraunhofer IESE website. 

2. Windows operating system (Win 7or later, Win 8 recommended) 
3. .NET framework 4.5 or higher 
4. Enterprise Architect V12 – V13 
5. Latest java runtime environment  
6. An installations folder not requiring administrator rights 
7. Any previous installation of the tool should have been removed. 

2.1.2 Installation steps 

1. Close Enterprise Architect if opened. 
2. Uninstall any previous version of SafeTbox. 
3. Run the tool installer (e.g. EA_safeTBox_Setup_V1.0.msi) and follow the wizard, 

see next figure. 
 

 

 Figure 2 Installing SafeTbox 

https://www.iese.fraunhofer.de/en/competencies/safety_engineering/tools_safety/safetbox.html
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a. In the Second step, make sure before you continue that the requirements 
for a proper installation has been satisfied, see following figure (left). 
 

  

 Figure 3 Installation – Prerequisites and Installation Path 

b. In the third step, when the installation path is requested, please select a di-
rectory in which no administrator rights are required, see last figure Error! 
Reference source not found.(right). 

c. In the final step, click on the install button to start the copy of the files and 
the registration of the tool. 

2.2 Checking your installation 

The About safeTbox dialog contains important information with regard to the current 
installation of the tool. For example, the installation path, activated extensions. The 
dialog can be accessed under -> (Main Menu / EA context menu) -> Extension -> 
SafeTbox -> About safeTbox, See next figure. 

 

 Figure 4 About safeTbox dialog 
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2.3 Licensing information 

Currently safeTbox offers the possibility to evaluate the tool with an online trial license 
for 1 month. I.e. if the user has no Internet access the license cannot be validated and 
the features will be deactivated. This will also occur if the evaluation period has ex-
pired. The user can check the current available licenses in the system through the li-
cense manager. Shown in the following figure. It can be accessed through the EA ex-
tensions menu -> safeTbox -> license manager. 

 

 Figure 5 License manager 

In this dialog you will have the possibility to navigate to the website in which you 
might request a new license. Currently the Fraunhofer IESE is open to collaborations, 
and online extended licenses as well as off line licenses can be offered. Moreover, you 
will be able to manage your licenses, import new and delete old ones, as well as 
switching between different valid licenses.  
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3 Getting Started 

This section describes shortly the primary ways in which the functionality of the tool 
can be accessed.  

3.1 User interface 

The functionality delivered with safeTbox can be accessed by one of these primary 
means: 

1. Smart Menu 
Is the primary way to trigger actions within safeTbox. See section “Smart menu”. 

2. Extensions Menu 
It aggregates some of the context independent functionality of SafeTbox. E.g.  
“Backup management”. The aggregated actions can be triggered under -> (Main 
Menu / EA context menu) -> Extension -> SafeTbox. See  Figure 6. 

 
 Figure 6 Extensions Menu example. 

Other secondary means are related to features that are explained in section 6 Usability 
Features. 

3.1.1 Smart menu 

The smart menu concentrates most of the functionality of safeTbox. It is built out of 
context-dependent as well as context-independent actions (e.g. “Settings Manage-
ment”). The context-dependent actions are loaded according to the selected object. 
Once a selection is done (e.g. mouse click), the smart menu can be shown with fol-
lowing keyboard combination Ctrl + Space or Ctrl + 1. See next figure. 
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 Figure 7 Smart menu example 

3.1.2 Settings Management 

During its first run, safeTbox will create the settings file of the tool, which will be ac-
cessible through the “Smart Meu” -> safeTbox settings, or through the (Main menu/ 
EA context menu) -> extensions -> safeTbox -> Settings. 

SafeTbox provides its own user settings in which the user might configure modeling as 
well as Usability Features. Depending on the deployed version of SafeTbox the settings 
dialog might look different. See next figure.  

 

 Figure 8 Settings dialog example 

On the left side of the dialog the categories associated to the application or specific 
features are listed. On the right side of the dialog the individual settings can be set. If 
a feature has not been deployed with safeTbox, then the category associated with it 
will not be shown. For activating or deactivating safeTbox features see section Acti-
vate/Deactivation of features. 
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3.1.3 Hotkey Handlers 

Hotkey handlers are keyboard shortcuts that allow to trigger actions in a faster way 
and without the need to use the “Smart Menu” or other EA context menus. 

Following hotkey handlers are defined by default. 

1. Ctrl + 1, Ctrl space =  “Smart menu” 
2. Ctrl + space + shift, Ctrl + space + alt = Execute las smart menu action 
3. Alt + del = Delete element from diagram 
4. Alt + Shift + del = Delete element from model 

3.1.4 Application Console 

The application console reflects the logging performed by safeTbox. This functionality 
is primarily targeted for developers, because it contains primarily debug information. 
However, advanced users might find it useful. Moreover, in case something goes 
wrong with the tool, the logs presented in here can be sent to the developers so that 
an error can be more easily corrected. This feature can be accessed through the 
“Smart menu” or the short cut “Ctrl + alt + d”. Error! Reference source not 
found.see following figure. 

 

 Figure 9 Application Console 

3.2 Creating and editing projects 

This section describes the different and generic ways of modeling objects within a di-
agram. A detailed description of each modeling technique is given in further sections. 
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3.2.1  Create a diagram 

All modeling techniques in safeTbox are close related to some specific diagram type. 
E.g. if the user wants to model a component fault tree, a CFT-Diagram will be used. 
To facilitate the creation of the right diagram type, dedicated actions have been inte-
grated in the “Smart menu”. These actions will become available by calling the smart 
menu while having selected a “root node” (i.e. Model) or a “package” in the project 
browser. See Figure 7. 

Once a modeling technique has been selected and the diagram has been initialized, 
then it will be possible to add elements and connectors to the created diagrams. 

3.2.2 Modeling an element 

Modeling of elements within safeTbox is similar in all integrated modeling techniques. 
The user can achieve this by making use of any of these options: 

1. Toolbox 
Toolboxes will be loaded automatically according to the active diagram. In case the 
toolbox is not opened you could try to load it manually. Under Main menu-> diagram 
-> Toolbox.  

Simply click in the toolbox the element you want to model and then click once again 
in the diagram wherever you want the element to be placed. 

 
2. Smart Menu 

The “Smart menu” facilitates the modeling process by offering creation actions to 
the most frequent elements within a diagram. Simply select an element in a dia-
gram and call the smart menu, Ctrl + space. In the creation section of the smart 
menu the elements that could be directly associated with the current selected el-
ement are offered. By choosing one, a new element should be added to the dia-
gram and layouted accordingly. See next figure. 
 

 
 

 Figure 10 Modeling element through smart menu 
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3. EA Quick Menu 

There is a special usability feature focusing in this functionality. See section “Drag 
and Drop” 

 
 

 Figure 11 Modeling element through EA quick menu 

4. Drag and drop 
There is a special usability feature focusing in this functionality. See section “Drag 
and Drop”. This functionality will allows you to model existing elements into the 
current opened diagram. Once the element has been added to the diagram from 
the project browse, its attributes can be modified through the properties dialog. 
See section “Properties Dialog”. 

3.2.3 Modeling a connection 

Modeling of connections within safeTbox is similar in all integrated modeling tech-
niques. The user can achieve this by making use of any of these options: 

1. Toolbox 
Toolboxes will be loaded automatically according to the active diagram. In case the 
toolbox is not opened you could try to load it manually. Under Main menu-> dia-
gram -> Toolbox.  
Simply click in the toolbox the connection you want to model and then click on 
the source element followed by a click on the target element within the diagram. 
 

2. Quicklinker 
Quicklinker is a faster way of modeling connections between elements supported 
by EA. When selecting an element within a diagram, you will see that small icons 
are shown on the right side of this element, see next figure. When clicking (keep-
ing pressed) the icon that looks like an arrow, and releasing the mouse click on the 
element to be linked, a context menu will show up displaying the different kinds 
of connectors that could be used between this two elements. SafeTbox supported 
connectors appear always in the first section (top most) and have the suffix 
“(safeTbox)”. We disregard the use of connections displayed in other sections, 
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since these are EA default and they might give the model a semantic which does not 
make part of the modeling technique. 

 

 
 

 Figure 12 Quicklinker example 

Once the connector has been added to the diagram, its attributes can be modified 
through the properties dialog. See section “Properties Dialog”. 
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4 Modeling Capabilities 

4.1 Architecture Design 

The definition of the system’s architecture is twofold supported in safeTbox. On the 
one hand, UML/SysML standard constructs are supported as provided by Enterprise 
Architect, which makes all modeling EA supported features available within safeTbox. 
On the other hand, safeTbox defines its own modeling approach that is better inte-
grated with the safety analysis techniques than the SysML solution and which is better 
supported from the modeling perspective. 

4.1.1 Component Modeling 

The component modeling approach implemented in safeTbox works similarly as blocks 
within SysML. It serves to create modular, compositional and hierarchical system speci-
fications. It is however simplified with respect to its syntax and semantics. While 
SysML provides a long range of port types, the component model approach consider 
only one type. This has been made simple, so that those getting into model-based de-
sign have more flexibility during modeling. 

4.1.2 Component Modeling Constructs 

Construct Description Toolbox 
icon 

Diagram 
Shape 

Component Type A Component Type (often called classifi-
er) can be used to depict, functions, 
software or hardware components of an 
embedded system. It contains all other 
elements listed in this table. Moreover it 
can be associated with a failure model 
(e.g. Fault Tree) 

 

 

Component Instance It allows to instantiate a Component Type 
one or more times within a diagram or a 
project. It is therefore always linked to a 
Component Type, since it is a representa-
tion of it. 

 

 

Inport Represent the incoming interfaces of the 
component type. The concrete semantics 
should be specified by the modeler in its 
specific context. 
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Outport Represent the outgoing interfaces of the 
component type. The concrete semantics 
should be specified by the modeler in its 
specific context. 

 
 

Connector These are directed connectors only meant 
to connect inports and outports.   

 

The following figure depicts a typical example of such component model. 

 

 Figure 13 Component Modeling Example 

4.1.3 UML/SysML Support 

Enterprise architect supports UML and SysML y itself. Its base version includes the UML 
constructs, while the SysML profile needs to be acquired extra. As an extension to that 
safeTbox supports the integration of SysML (Blocks) and UML (Activities) with the 
techniques from “Safety Analysis”. Similar as it occurs for the Component Modeling 
approach. See section “Safety Model Integration”. 

In this version only few constructs from SysML are supported. Primarily Blocks, part 
properties and several port types (e.g. proxy ports, simple ports). 

The following figure depicts a typical example of the kind of models we will expect to 
be created using SysML blocks, and for which the integration with safety analysis is 
supported. 
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 Figure 14 SysML blocks – Ibd example 

 

4.1.4 Safety Model Integration 

Architectural artifacts of the type/stereotype: “Component Type” and SysML “Blocks” 
can be integrated with failure models from the “Safety Analysis”. The Idea of the in-
tegration with a failure model is to define the failure behavior of a modularized entity, 
while making traceability explicitly between the interfaces of the given entity and the 
failure model. I.e. that ports are associated with failure modes. This concept fit very 
well to those systems descriptions based on data flows. 

The user will find dedicated “Smart Menu” actions to add, navigate and remove the 
association between the architectural artifacts and the failure models. The following 
figure exemplifies such integration. 

 

 Figure 15 Component with integrated failure model 

4.2 Safety Analysis 

In this section we describe the means the user has to depict the failure behavior of a 
component. 
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4.2.1 Component Fault Trees 

Component Fault Trees (CFTs) are the evolution of traditional Fault Tree Analysis, in 
which more modular and a better integration with the system design is achievable. 
CFTs provide the same constructs of a Fault Tree (i.e. top events (as OutputFailure-
Modes), logical gates, and basic events). Moreover, it provides a further set of con-
structs that allows analyzing failures being propagated from other components (i.e. 
InputFailureModes), as well as constructs to build hierarchical models (i.e. CftInstance).  

4.2.2 Component Fault Trees Constructs 

Construct Description Toolbox 
icon 

Diagram 
Shape 

Component Fault Tree This represents a modularized Fault 
Tree. It can contain all other constructs 
in this table. This technique can be used 
to depict the failure behavior of a Com-
ponent Type or SysML block. 

 

 

Component Fault Tree 
instance 

Similarly as for Component Instances or 
part properties in the context of SysML. 
This entities allow to use a component 
fault tree in a specific context. i.e. in the 
specification of the failure behavior of 
other systems. 

 

 

Input Failure Mode It represents the incoming interface of a 
component fault tree. This construct 
can be used to depict which external 
failure might have an impact in the 
definition of the failure behavior of one 
component. 

  

Output Failure Mode It represents the outgoing interface of a 
component fault tree. This construct 
can be used to depict the failures that a 
component expose to its environment. 

  

Basic Event It represents the basic failure causes of 
an entity. These are typically use to 
depict internal errors of components. 

 
 

Logical gate OR, AND, XOR, NOT, and VOTE gates 
are considered within this category. 
These gate will allow to depict the fail-
ure logic within a component fault 
tree.. 
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Failure Propagation It allows to define the failure logic from 
the internal point of view of a compo-
nent fault tree by connecting logical 
gates, basic events, input and output 
failure modes. From the external point 
of view it will help depicting the failure 
propagation between components, 
namely how outgoing failure from one 
component are interpreted as input 
failures by other components. 

  

Port Mapping Whenever a component fault tree has 
been associated with component type 
or SysML block, there will be the possi-
bility to define which interfaces from 
the design relate to which failure modes 
of the component fault tree. This type 
of connector has been conceived to 
define clearly the trace between these 
types of elements. 

 

 

 

 

The following figure shows a typical example of such Component Fault Tree. 

 

 Figure 16 Component Fault Tree Example 
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5 Analysis capabilities 

5.1 Qualitative Safety Analysis 

The primary qualitative analysis that is currently available in SafeTbox exist in the con-
text of safety analysis, specifically for failure models. It is called “Prime Implicants anal-
ysis”, which is an extended version of the well-known minimal cut sets analysis for 
Fault Trees, in which the minimal combinations of basic faults will be computed for 
one or more output failure modes (Optionally logical gates can also be selected). For 
the execution of the prime implicants analysis, only the structure of the failure model 
is relevant. As an example the following figure presents a simplified Fault tree for 
which the analysis will be executed. 

 

 Figure 17 Simplified Component Fault Tree Example 

In order to start the analysis you can select, specific output failure modes, logical gates 
or the Component Fault Tree itself. In the smart menu (Ctrl+space) you will find the 
option “Qualitative Analysis”, by clicking on it you will see following dialog. 
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 Figure 18 Qualitative analysis dialog  

There you can select the objects for which you want to perform the analysis and the 
computation backend used for it (see Analysis Configuration section). 

After executing the analysis the user will get presented the resulting combinations of 
events. This is presented in the next figure.  

 

 Figure 19 Prime implicants presenter 

In this dialog, you can select one among several computed target elements and see in 
the table below the associated cut sets. In the bottom most list, you will be able to see 
the details of a specific cut set. This list will be refreshed one you click on a specific 
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cutset. It will display some more details about each basic failure mode making part of 
the cutset. For example the hierarchization path to the element will be displayed. This 
information might be quite relevant for instance when modeling several instances of 
the same component.  

On the top right corner you will find the possibility to show and hide negated events. 
This will certainly be the case whenever you make use of NOT or XOR gates. Next to 
this option you will find the possibility to clone the dialog. This option has been intro-
duced so that the user can compare the results of different analyzed objects at the 
same time. 

On the bottom left corner you will find the possibilities to export the results to Excel, 
as well as to store the results with the model in the form of a results artifact. During 
the storage process you will be asked if you want to create a backup, see Backup 
Management section for more details. 

The Prime Implicants analysis can be performed by different computing tools. The con-
figuration is described in “Analysis Configuration”. Following figure shows the results 
artifact of the prime implicants analysis that can be created out of the prime impli-
cants results presenter. The user can create as many artifacts as desired and he will be 
able to load those results set afterwards at any moment. 

 

 Figure 20 Prime implicants results artifact 

 

5.2  Quantitative Safety Analysis 

The primary quantitative analysis that is currently implemented in SafeTbox exist in the 
context of safety analysis, specifically for failure models. It is called “Top Event Proba-
bility analysis”, in which the probability of a selected Output Failure Mode can be 
computed independent on the failure model used. For the computation of the top 
event probability it will be necessary to parameterize certain elements before the anal-
ysis can be started. For example, basic events or some Input Failure Modes depending 
on the structure of the model. The attributes to be filled depend on the computing 
tools meant to be used during the analysis. The current version of the tool (see Analy-
sis Configuration), supports the IESE computation backend as well as the Fault Tree 
plus V10 - V13. The relevant attributes can be set through the safeTbox properties 
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dialog. Following figure shows the quantitative parameters supported in the IESE 
computation backend for a basic event.  

 

 Figure 21 Quantitative parameters for basic events (IESE-backend) 

In order to start the analysis you can select, specific output failure modes, logical gates 
or the Component Fault Tree itself. In the smart menu (Ctrl+space) you will find the 
option “Quantitative Analysis”, by clicking on it you will see following dialog. 

 

 Figure 22 Quantitative analysis dialog  

There you can select the objects for which you want to perform the analysis and the 
computation backend used for it (see Analysis Configuration section). 
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After executing the analysis the user will get presented the probability of the selected 
objects under analysis. As shown in the next figure.  

 

 Figure 23 Top Event Probability Analysis presenter 

In this dialog you will have the possibility, similarly as can be done in the prime impli-
cants presenter, to create results artifacts with the option to create and associated to 
it a backup of the model. 

5.3 Analysis Configuration 

The qualitative and the quantitative analysis can be executed with different computing 
tools. SafeTbox supports the Fraunhofer IESE backend, as well as Fault Tree Plus V10 
(FT+) and the reliability workbench V13. The IESE backend will always makes part of 
the tool, while the FT+ backend is an extension that might be obtained separately.  

The user has the possibility to configure which computing tool should be used 
through the “Settings management”.  There he can determine whether one or the 
other computation backend should be enabled/disabled. Moreover, since the FT+ 
backend is an external tool extra configuration will be required to get it running. For 
the IESE backend no further configuration is required besides the parameterization of 
the modeling elements. 

5.3.1 Fault Tree Plus V10-v13 configuration 

Not available in the trial version. Contact us for details about this extension. 
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6 Usability Features 

This section describes several features that have been integrated in SafeTbox for the 
sake of usability. The features have been conceived in such a way that they override 
the natural EA behavior to facilitate modeling, navigation and tool interaction, among 
other. These features have been modularly conceived and can be activated and deac-
tivated by the user at any time through the “Settings management”. 

6.1 Activate/Deactivation of features 

You can deactivate individual features in the features configuration section of the 
safeTbox settings (Ctrl + space -> settings). As shown in the next figure you see all 
features that have been deployed in specific version of the tool. You see their descrip-
tion and dependencies to other features. By checking/unchecking and clicking on ok 
you will be activate/deactivate the feature. 

 

 Figure 24 Features configuration  

6.2 Backup Management 

The Backup Management builds on top of Enterprise Architect’s Baseline functional-
ity. As such it enables the user to create snapshots of the EA project (i.e. the diagrams, 
models, elements, etc.), which the user will be able to restore at any time back and 
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forward. However, extending the underlying functionality it additionally offers the fol-
lowing features and behavior: 

1. The backup manager is able to automatically create backups of the project in a 
configurable period of time. 

2. Each backup contains the entire project’s data (whereas a Baseline only contains 
one specific package). 

3. Restoring a backup will not change any settings or configuration data related to 
SafeTbox. 

4. Deleting a backup has no effects on the current project’s content or other back-
ups. 

5. The backup manager is also used by other features, for example it would be possi-
ble to create a baseline right after performing “Qualitative Analysis” or “Quantita-
tive Analysis”. In that case, there is an association between the baseline and the 
qualitative analysis results artifact. Giving this association, the user has also the 
possibility to navigate from a selected baseline to the associated artifact. 

 
The Backup Management can be accessed through the Backup Management Dialog 
via the Addin-Menu: 

1. Click on the “EXTENSIONS” menu item in EA’s menu 
2. Select “safeTbox”  “Backup Management” 

 

 
 

 Figure 25 Backup Management dialog 

6.2.1 Creating / Restoring / Deleting Backups 

The Backup Management Dialog provides the following options: 

1. Add a backup 
a. Creates a backup of the current model state. 
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• You may add a personal note to the backup. 
b. The backup contains all elements, diagrams, connection, etc…  

2. Delete a backup 
a. Removes the backup without any effect on the current project’s state or 

other backups. 
3. Restore a backup 

a. Restores the state as it were at the time of backup. 
b. Important:  

• Any changes made to the project since the time of backup will be 
lost! 

c. The SafeTbox’s settings as well as configuration will not be affected. 
4. Navigate to the associated element(s) 

a. Some features provided by SafeTbox automatically take backups before ex-
ecuting. In these cases one or more elements of interest may be associated 
to the backup. 

b. The element(s) of interest will be shown in their diagrams when this button 
is clicked. 
 

Additional Information 

• Disabling the Backup Management Feature does not change or delete any existing 
backups. 

• Creating backups will increase the size of the EA project file (or database storage 
space). This is a result of the internal structure used by the underlying EA Baseline 
functionality and SafeTbox cannot influence this behavior. 

• Important: Do not delete individual EA Baselines which are being created by 
the SafeTbox backup functionality! Doing that will prevent the restoration of the 
backup containing the baseline. 

 

6.3 Diagram and Project History 

The goal of this feature is to capture a snapshot of a project’s working state whenever 
the tool is closing, so that when the user starts working again in the same project he 
will find the same working environment as the last closing time. 

The working state is composed by: the project browser, and the list of opened dia-
grams. The state is stored when closing the EA instance, see next figure. This feature 
can be activated/deactivate through the “Settings management” -> Application -> 
Safe workspace state. See Figure 26. 

Important: If diagrams aren't available on start-up they will be skipped over. 
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 Figure 26 Application Settings 

6.4 Selection Synchronization 

The goal of this feature is to keep consistent the selection of elements in a diagram 
with the selection of elements in the project browser. The intention is to facilitate the 
location of elements in the project browser, without the need to do this manually (e.g. 
through the short cut Alt + g), see next figure. See next figure to see the configura-
tion page of this feature. This feature can be activated/deactivate through the “Set-
tings management” -> Application -> Synchronize diagram selections with project 
browser. See Figure 26. 

6.5 Find and Navigation 

This feature aggregate several functionalities that facilitates finding and navigating to 
usages or references of elements. These are: 

6.5.1 Show usages 

This function will show in a dialog all usages of the selected elements in the diagram, 
grouped by the selected elements names. Note that it is only looking for this specific 
element, not instances/classifiers of it. A usage is depicted by the diagram in which 
the element appears, together with its stereotype. 

In the current dialog you can: 

1. Navigate to usage 
a. According to the dialogs selection, it will open the diagram and selects the 

usage in it. 
2. Hide/show usages 

a. According to the dialogs selection, the user can decide to show or hide the 
selected element in the current or all diagrams where it appears. 
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 Figure 27 Navigate to Usages example 

6.5.2 Navigate to instances 

This function will show in a dialog all instances of the selected classifier elements in 
the diagram, grouped by the selected elements names. This functionality only works 
for those constructs for which an instantiation approach exist. E.g. for Component 
Types in the component modeling approach of for Component Fault Trees. The op-
tions for navigation in this dialog are similar to the ones in the “Show usages” func-
tionality. In the following figure it can be seen than in the model the user has the pos-
sibility to navigate to one of two instances (compInst and inst2) of the same CFT, 
namely CFT_49. 

 

 
 Figure 28 Navigate to Instances example 

6.5.1 Navigate to classifier 

This functionality only works for those constructs for which an instantiation approach 
exist. E.g. for Component Instance in the component modeling approach of for Com-
ponent Fault Trees Instance. Through this functionality the user will be able to navi-
gate directly from an instance to its classifier, i.e. its component type for component 
instances or Component Fault Trees for Component Fault Tree Instances respectively. 
Navigating to the classifier can be easily done in the diagram by double clicking an in-
stance, however this is the only means to achieve this navigation if the selection is 
done on the project browser. 
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6.5.1 Show linked elements 

This function will show in a dialog all connected elements of the element under selec-
tion in the diagram, grouped by the selected elements names. The dialog will show 
the linked elements together with the connector stereotype used link those elements. 

Besides the options as the one also available in the “Show usages” functionality, the 
user will also have the possibility to hide/show or delete connectors. According to the 
selections done in the dialog. 

 

 Figure 29 Show linked elements example 

6.1 Drag and Drop 

The goal of this feature is to support the user in modeling an existing safeTbox ele-
ment into a diagram by making use of a drag and drop action (Dragging from the 
project browser and dropping in the target diagram). In safeTbox certain objects play 
an important role in a diagram, and the modeling by drag and drop might be restrict-
ed or supported otherwise. For example when dragging a Component Type into the 
realization view of another Component Type, an instantiation procedure will be start-
ed, avoiding that the dragged component will be modeled as such in the realization. 

6.2 Deletion Mechanisms 

The SafeTbox Deletion Mechanisms provide extended information as well as behavior 
when deleting elements from the project browser or diagrams. In contrast to EA’s 
basic deletion functionality, the SafeTbox deletions will also cleanup referenced ele-
ments which are depending on the deleted entity. 

Example for dependent elements: 

1. Deletion of a component will also delete its instances 
2. Deletion of a port will also delete the port-instances 
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SafeTbox does not override any default deletion-actions provided by Enterprise Archi-
tect. Instead it offers Smart Menu Actions to invoke its extended deletion mecha-
nisms. The deletion is being invoked like any other Smart Menu Action and is context-
dependent: 

The deletion-scenarios are: 

1. Deletion from Model 
a. Will delete elements also from all diagrams 
b. Connectors between this and other elements will also be removed from 

model 
c. not revertible 

2. Deletion from Diagram  
a. Revertible 
b. Element remains in model so it can be modeled back by drag and drop. 

 

 
 

 Figure 30 Deleting from diagram 

The deletion dialog gives extended information about the element which is being deleted, see 
next figure: 

1. Elements which are being deleted 
2. Diagrams containing the elements 
3. Links/Connections which are owned by the element and will therefore be deleted 

as well. 
4. Owned Elements which are children of the deleted element and will therefore be 

deleted as well. 
5. Instances of the element which will be deleted as well. (E.g. component-, CFT 

and port-instances) 
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 Figure 31 Deleting dialog details 

Additional Information 

• As the SafeTbox deletion mechanism is not built on top of the EA deletion mecha-
nism. Because of that, the diagram-deletion cannot be undone – in contrast to the 
normal EA diagram-deletion. 

• Disabling the SafeTbox deletion feature will hide the Smart Menu Actions for dele-
tion. 

• When connectors are deleted, these are generally removed completely from model. If 
you want to only hide a connector within a diagram, you can do this through the 
“Properties Dialog” or “Show linked elements” dialog. Alternatively, through the EA 
context menu -> visibility -> hide connector. See next figure. 

 

Figure 32 Hiding connectors 

6.3 Properties Dialog 

SafeTbox provides its own properties dialog which resembles the properties dialog of 
EA. Moreover, it includes several usability and traceability features to facilitate model-
ing activities. Furthermore, according to the object under configuration, some extra 
SafeTbox attributes might be shown, see  Figure 36.  

1. Open smart menu for an element and select the menu entry safeTbox Properties  
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 Figure 33 Calling the properties dialog through the smart menu  

2. Perform a double click on the element (in diagram or project browser). For some 
modeling elements this will not be the case, e.g. component types, or Component 
fault trees. When these elements are double clicked, the associated diagram will 
be opened. If the diagram is already open then the properties dialog will be 
shown.  

 
The standard properties dialog provided by EA for elements and connectors still can 
be accessed, through the EA context menu. However, we not encourage its use for 
SafeTbox supported modeling elements. This dialog will be by default used for all ele-
ments and connectors within a project. Nevertheless, it can be configured through the 
“Settings management” for which types and stereotypes the EA default dialog shall be 
preferred. 

 
 

 Figure 34 Properties dialog configuration page 

To disable or enable the feature completely, open the Features and Configuration 
page in the safeTbox Settings dialog. The since the Dynamic Linking feature makes 
part of the Properties Dialog, if you disable the Properties Dialog feature, then auto-
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matically the Dynamic trace building feature will be disable too. Moreover, there will 
be no smart menu entry for the safeTbox Properties anymore and double clicking on 
the element will open the EA default properties dialog. 
 

 
 

 Figure 35 Enabling/disabling the Properties dialog 

The field description is of special importance since it supports the “Dynamic Trace 
Building” feature, which will allow you to add links to other elements into the De-
scription text box by using an autocomplete list. If this field is not part of the attributes 
of the element under configuration (e.g. UML Class), then the user might get asked if 
it needs to be added, depending whether the field has been filled or not.  

 

 Figure 36 SafeTbox properties dialog for elements 
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On the right side of the Base Attributes page there are several extensions that have 
been introduced with respect to usability and that enhance the regular EA behavior. 

On the “Visual Options” the user can decide for safeTbox modeling elements, what 
information should be displayed in the body of the element. The option “Color 
Mode” is of special interest, then only by setting the value as “EA default” the user 
will have the possibility to modify the color of the elements shape. At the bottom of 
the dialog there is also the option to replicate the visual configuration for all elements 
in the current diagram with the same stereotype. This is quite handy when modifying 
a large set of diagram objects. 

Some sections of the properties dialog are standard for all element types, i.e. Links, 
and usages in diagram. There you will have the possibility to get to know to which el-
ements the current element under editing are linked and which diagram it has be 
modeled respectively. This functionality are also externally usable as described in the 
section “Find and Navigation”. Some elements have an extra set of pages, for in-
stance in the  Figure 36, the Assurance Level for a Component Type can be defined 
through the Safety Details page.  

6.4 Dynamic Trace Building 

This feature is integrated as part of the field description in the “Properties Dialog”. It 
allows the user to establish traces to elements within the current project in a more 
natural way. See  Figure 37. When typing the user gets matching element names 
offered for linkage. Once one of them is selected in the autocomplete menu, auto-
matically a trace to this element will be created. It should be noticed that this feature 
cannot be enabled for any kind of connectors, since EA does not support having a 
connector as a source or target of other connectors and will therefore not be activat-
ed for the properties dialog of the connectors. 

 

 Figure 37 Dynamic Trace Building - Autocomplete example 

After you had chosen an element from the list by clicking twice on it or using the En-
ter key, a link will be inserted into the description text box. Links have another font 
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style compared to regular text, {Underlined, Blue font color, Begins and ends with a 
pipe character, is clickable}.  

 

If you click on a link, a context menu will open. You have the ability to navigate to the 
linked element or remove the link from the description. If the element exists in more 
than one diagram, you can choose which one you want to navigate to. Moreover, if 
the link is broken, i.e. the trace has been removed by other means, or the associated 
element has been removed from model, then the user will have the possibility to re-
pair the link or remove it respectively.  

 

 Figure 38 Dynamic Traces context menu 

The creation of dynamic traces between elements has also a visual effect on the shape 
of the safeTbox elements. If you decide to show the description field then the created 
links will be shown in the text of the description field as embedded into parenthesis 
{“some link”}, as can be seen in the following figure. 

 

 Figure 39 Dynamic Trace text on shape script  

The stereotypes of the elements offered for linkage through the autocomplete menu 
can be configured through the settings management or directly in the properties dia-
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log by clicking on the option button -> Set stereotype filters. See  Figure 40 and Fig-
ure 41, respectively. By default all types and stereotypes will be enabled. 

 

 Figure 40 Configuring Dynamic Trace Building at settings management  

 

 Figure 41 Dynamic Trace Building – Set filters example 

When the Select Stereotype Filters dialog is opened the first time, it shows all the ste-
reotypes, which have been configured in the Dynamic Linking settings, as checked. 
The settings you change here will not override the Dynamic Linking settings in the 
safeTbox Settings dialog. It will only allow you to change the filter for the auto com-
pletion list till the Properties Dialog is closed again. 

Finally you can enable or disable the entire feature under the settings management -> 
features configuration. 
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6.5 Diagram Layouting 

SafeTbox integrates its own layouting library, which will allow to rearrange elements 
and connectors is specific diagram types. While EA offers some generic layouting algo-
rithms, in safeTbox the user will have the possibility to define more precisely several 
parameters relevant for positioning the elements, e.g. padding and spacing. The algo-
rithms included in safeTbox target primarily data flow oriented diagrams, in which 
components, ports and connectors are usual modeling elements. Layouting configura-
tions for the component modeling approach and for component fault trees diagram 
types are delivered by default. This are however not hard codded and can be modified 
by the user. Please see section “Layouting configuration”. 

The context of execution of the layouting algorithms are: 

1. Layout Ports and Labels 
a. This functionality can be accessed through the smart menu and can be 

triggered if the element selected contains ports. These ports will be placed 
on the edges of the container element according to layouting configura-
tion. 

b. Important:   
• Ports will be rearrange proportionally to length on the edge 
• The display order will not be change after rearrangement (so con-

nectors don't cross each other) 
• It is not ensured that connectors still look as intended (EA Issue) 

 
c. Together with the ports, also its labels will be rearranged according to the 

configuration, so that overlapping of ports labels is minimized 
d. Important: It is not ensured that labels won't overlap with other elements 
e. The user will have the possibility to revert the layouting results if he desires 

to do so. 

 
 Figure 42 Layout Ports and Labels example 

2. Layout diagram 
a. This functionality can be accessed through the smart menu and can be cur-

rently triggered for classifier Component Types and Component Fault 
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Trees. i.e. this action is available for the realization views in which such el-
ements  play the role of a classifier. 

b. In this scenario, all elements {instances, ports and connectors} are included 
during layouting. This will in general cause a complete rearrangement of 
the elements and the connectors according to the defined configuration. 

c. The user will have the possibility to revert the layouting results if he desires 
to do so. 

 
Figure 43 Layout Diagram example 

6.5.1 Layouting configuration 

In order to modify existing layouting configurations, you should access the settings 
management (Ctrl + space -> settings). In the layouting section you shall see a dialog 
similar to one show in the next figure. 

 

Figure 44 Layouting configuration 
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In this dialog you can define: 

1. on diagram level: 
a. Diagram origin offset:   

The position the top-left-most element will have relative to the diagram 
origin. 

b. Diagram direction: 
The direction most elements flow to (which direction most connectors go). 

2. for each element/port stereotype appearing in each diagram: 
a. at elements: 

• padding:  
The minimum distance for child elements to the border of parent el-
ements. This will be considered when the child elements make the el-
ement bigger than its minimum size so that it will always keep this 
distance between child and parent element. See next figure. 

 
Figure 45 Layouting examples 

• port spacing: 
The minimum amount of space between 2 ports. Will affect the size 
of the element if needed. See next figure. 
• child spacing 
The minimum amount of space between child elements in this ele-
ment. Will affect size of the element if needed. See previous figure. 
• Border spacing:  
The minimum distance between connectors contained in this element. 
The distance between two connectors will always be greater or equal for 
any points from both connectors. 
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b. At ports: 

 

Figure 46 Layouting configuration at ports 

• Port direction: 
The side of the element the port will be attached on. 
• Label direction: 
What direction the label will be placed relative to the port. 

Important: all units are in pixels 
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